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ABSTRACT
The persistent emission of hazardous gas and
accumulation of leachate are the major problems of a
landfill. Although the major contents of the gaseous
emission (Holsen et al
.
,
1991) and that of the leachate
(Anderson et al
. ,
1991) of a landfill have been determined
through chemical analyses conducted by the IIT Center, the
effects of these complex mixtures of this landfill on
biological system are unknown.
In the present project, a dual monitoring system
composed of the Tradescantia-Micronucleus (Trad-MCN) and
Tradescantia-Stamen-Hair-Mutation (Trad-SHM) was utilized to
monitor directly the genotoxicity of the gaseous emission at
the landfill site and test the leachate for the assessment
of the ecotoxicity effects and at the same time the air
quality around an incinerator has also been monitored.
Based upon the chemical analysis of the gaseous emission and
chemical constituents of the leachate of the landfill
reported by IIT Center, four of these gaseous agents,
toluene, ethylbenzene
,
trichloroethylene and ethyltoluene
were also evaluated for their genotoxicity in the
laboratory.
The on site monitoring trips (360 km one way from our
laboratory) were carried out by transporting the plant
cuttings in a relatively clean air box or in an air-tight
plastic bag to the site and exposing these test samples for5-7 hrs . The exposed plant samples were examined for the
micronuclei frequencies or pink mutation rate after the
appropriate recovery durations (24 hr for MCN, 5-11 day
for SHM ) . A total of 20 monitoring trips were made to the.,
landfill, 8 to the incinerator sites and 4 leachate samples
were collected for tests of genotoxicity.
The major findings during the 24 month period are
presented in this annual report. Trad-MCN test results on
clastogenic i ty of gaseous emission from the flare pipe of
the landfill showed positive responses or toxic effect in 6
out of 20 trips, and that from the incinerator showed
positive responses in 5 out of the 8 trips made. These
positive responses were closely associated with the weather
conditions, i.e., low wind velocity, high temperature and
relative humidity and especially the distance from the
chimney. The MCN frequencies and mutation rates of the
Elementary School site were mostly negative except the test
results of the trip VI, XVIII, and XX.
Trad-SHM tests on the mutagenicity of gaseous emissions
from the flare pipe of the landfill showed 12 positive
responses out of 20 trials and 2 positive out of 4 trials of
the incinerator gaseous emissions. It is known that Trad-
SHM assay is more sensitive to gaseous exposures. Therefore,
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higher percentage of positives were obtained and in most
cases, when the Trad-MCN tests yielded negative or
borderline positive responses, Trad-SHM tests yielded
positives. When the ANOVA and S tudent-Newman-Keul tests
were applied to the consolidated means of 20 trip of Trad-
SHM monitoring data, there were significant (0.01)
difference between the lab control and the gas exposed
groups, and between the field control and gas exposed
groups. There was no statistical significant difference in
genotoxicity among these groups when the consolidated data
of 20 trips of Trad-MCN tests were analyzed because of the
great variance in gas treated groups.
The Trad-SHM test at the elementary school site which
is away from the flare pipes of the landfill were mostly
negative except in the 18th trip. The micronuclei
frequencies and mutation rates of the field control groups
were relatively higher than those of the lab controls.
The Trad-MCN test on individual gaseous chemicals
showed positive response in all 3 repeated tests on toluene.
The test results of ethylbenzene yielded positive responses
at 172 ppra/min and 1549 ppm/min dosages and exhibited
toxicity at higher concentrations. Trad-MCN tests on
trichloroethylene and ethyltoluene yielded positive
responses at around 100-200 ppm/min level. Three repeated
Trad-SHM tests on toluene yielded no positive response at
these low level of gas concentrations (4.3 - 12.9 ppm).
With the existing Dynamic Gas Flow treatment system, higher
concentration of gaseous agents was not easily generated for
Trad-SHM assay, therefore no Trad-SHM test was performed on
the other 3 gases.
Leachates No. II and No. Ill (from the stream and near
the residential area), No . IV and No. V (from shallow
accumulation pipe), and No. VII (from 8 m depth) were used.
The Trad-MCN test results on 10% solution diluted from
leachate samples III, IV, V, and VII showed positive
responses. Higher concentration (5 fold dilution) of this
leachate sample VII was highly toxic and killed the plant
cuttings after a 10 day treatment (fig. 6). When Trad-MCN
tests were conducted, the leachate sample VII lost its
potency after 3 weeks of storage in the refrigerator. The
Trad-SHM tests were conducted on leachate samples II, III,
IV. Positive response was obtained on leachate sample IV at
20% concentration.
Three inorganic compounds which are found in the
leachate were tested for their clastogenicity . Sodium
selenite yielded positive responses at 40 - 100 ppm
concentrations. No positive response was shown in manganese
chloride in 25 - 100 ppm range, and in lead nitrate in 10 -
1000 ppm level so far.
vii
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INTRODUCTION
The persistent gaseous emission and leachate
accumulation are two major problems of the landfill
operation. Although extensive chemical analyses of the
gaseous agents (Holsen et al
. ,
1991) and characterization of
the leachate (Anderson et al . , 1991) from a landfill were
carried out by the IIT Center, the effects of these complex
mixtures on biological system are scarcely known.
Carcinogenicity and/or mutagenicity of some of the common
agents were known on an individual basis. The possible
synergistic or antagonistic effects of the mixture on the
biological system (Ma et al . 1992c), are largely unknown.
The combined effects of these gaseous or liquid agents from
a landfill were rarely studied.
For the practical purpose, in order to assess the
impacts of these landfill by-products, human health, and the
well being of the ecosystem (Ma, 1992), chemical analyses
and biomonitoring should be done side-by-side in order to
make the meaningful assessment. Although a large number of
bioassays have been established to determine the
genotoxicity of various agents in the laboratory, few can
monitor pollution on site. The Tradescantia-Micronucleus
(Trad-MCN) and the Tradescantia-Stamen-Hair-Mutation (Trad-
SHM) bioassays constitute a unique dual system that can
determine the clastogenicity (chromosome breaking ability)
and mutagenicity (gene mutation inducing ability) directly
at the site of pollution (Ma, 1990b). Thus, this dual
system was used for the current study under the real life
situation
.
Trad-MCN bioassay was developed under the principle
that the clastogens attack the DNA molecules in the meiotic
chromosomes of the pollen mother cells of Tradescantia and
yield micronuclei (MCN) in the early tetrads, the end
products of meiosis of the microspore mother cells. The
detailed procedure of this bioassay was described in an
earlier publication (Ma, 1983). The increased frequencies
of MCN above the control value is the indicator of
clastogenicity. The Trad-SHM assay detects the somatic
mutation rate in the stamen hairs of the young flower buds
of the hybrid clone of Tradescantia . 4430 which is
heterozygous for the blue/pink locus. A forward mutation of
the dominant allele to the recessive will be revealed by the
color change of the cells of the stamen hair from the
dominant blue to the recessive pink (Underbrink, 1974). The
elevated pink mutation rate is the indicator of mutagenicity
of the environmental mutagens.
Both of these bioassays have a broad database on in
1
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situ monitoring and laboratory testing of environmental
agents accumulated in the past 15 -20 years (Grant et al
.
,
1989; Ma 1990a; Ma, et al . 1992a; 1992b; Van ' t Hof and
Schairer 1982; Schairer 1983; Ruiz et al
. ,
1992; Underbrink
et al., 1974; Sandhu et al
. ,
1989). They are specially
suited for in situ monitoring of the genotoxicity of gaseous
agents. This report presents the data from a 24 month study
on a closed landfill site and an incinerator which is
currently in operation. The chemical contents of the
gaseous emission from the flare pipes (gaseous emission from
the closed landfill usually burns as a flare) and the
leachate of the landfill site were analyzed and reported
(Holsen et al
.
, 1991 and Anderson et al
. ,
1991) in a
separate study conducted by the Department of Environmental
Engineering, of the IIT Center. Current study intends to
correlate these pollutants with the genotoxic effects on
biological systems. The findings of this study may be useful
in designing the solid waste management processes and
establishing the precautionary measures in order to minimize
the health hazard of the nearby residents as well as the
long range damage to the ecosystem.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Treatment Procedure and Data Collection:
Tradescant i
a
clone 4430 was used exclusively in this
project. Similar to a common grass, Tradescantia plants can
be grown in the field of a relatively unpolluted
environment, in the greenhouse, or in a growth chamber with
climate control. This clone has a long history of indoor
cultivation and is a very versatile experimental material.
Its mitotic microspore chromosomes are relatively large and
few in number and had been known as the best material for
chromosome/chromat id aberration studies in radiobiology
(Sax, 1938) and chemical clastogenes is . Mitotic chromosome
of the pollen tube and the root tip are also good research
systems for cytogenetic studies. Recent development in the
field of sister-chroraatid-exchange studies added another new
dimension of its usefulness. Current study uses its meiotic
chromosomes of the pollen mother cell as the targets of
micronuclei induction and the mitotic cells of stamen hairs
for mutation induction from the dominant blue to pink. In
addition to these endpoints, the plant cuttings are very
sensitive to chemical and physical agent in the environment.
Necrosis of leaves, welting of the stom, and death of the
plant as a whole, could be signs of high toxicity.
The target cells for the chromosome damage or gene
^
I
mutation are located in the young inflorescence. Cuttings
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of the appropriate stage of inflorescence were obtained from
a large population of this plant for experimentation.
Exposure of the young flower buds to the environmental
agents either by diffusion through the leafy covers of the
flower buds or by absorption via vascular system of the
stem, the peduncle and pedicel of the flower. The target
cells in Trad-MCN assay are pollen mother cells at their
early prophase I (Pachytene and Diplotene), and for Trad-
SHM assay the targets are the early stages of the mitotic
cells of the stamen hair (4-8 cells stage).
Procedure For On Site Testing:
For on site testing, the plant cuttings were either
packaged in a plastic bag or in a "clean air box" for a 720
km round trip, starting at 5 a.m. and arriving at the
landfill site around 10 a.m. Two Field Control ( FC ) groups
were carried in the box or in the bag, one for Trad-MCN and
another for Trad-SHM tests, to detect the possible
unexpected gaseous exposures during the trip. Two Lab
Controls (LC) were maintained in the Laboratory. On site
exposures were carried out by leaving plant cuttings (15 per
group for Trad-MCN test, 20 per group for Trad-SHM test) at
chosen sites over the landfill or near the incinerator from
10 a.m. through 4 or 5 p.m. Due to the distance between the
landfill site and the incinerator site and travel through
the city traffic, either the landfill or the incinerator
treatment duration had to be shortened to as short as 5 hr
out of the total of 7 hr of maximum available time for each
trip. The treated and control plant samples were picked up
from each of the monitoring sites and started the returning
trip around 5 p.m. The full trip was usually completed at
10 or 11 p.m. in the same day.
Procedure For Laboratory Testing Of Gaseous Agents
Genotoxicity testing of gaseous agents in the
laboratory was conducted using a Dynamic Gas Flow Treatment
System as shown in Fig. 1. Plant test sample was placed in
the air-tight glass chamber for exposure to the gaseous
agent. The gaseous agent was generated by the volatile
liquid in the gas source bottle. The volatile agent was
forced into the glass chamber by an air pump and distributed
evenly through the chamber by the help of a remote fan which
was operated by a magnetic stirrer. The flow rate was
measured by a Gilmont Flow Meter. The concentration of the
gaseous agent was calculated according to the molarity of
the agent and converted into gaseous volume by the
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Avogadro ' s Gas law. The dosages were expressed in terras of
ppm/min for a given exposure duration (usually 6 hr ) . Based
upon this procedure of dosage estimation, experiments can be
repeated without an elaborate gas concentration analysis
system. Plant cuttings in the treatment chamber were
illuminated with two 60-watt lights at a 20 cm distance
during the treatment period, the gaseous dosages were
regulated by the sizes of the opening of the container of
the volatile agents. Various sizes of vials and beakers
were used to adjust the rate of evaporation.
Collection of Leachate from the Landfill Site
During the trips II, III, IV, V and VII, leachate
samples were collected from the accumulation pipes except
that Trip II sample, water from the nearby stream was
collected instead. The locations of the leachate
accumulation pipes are shown in Fig. 5. During the trips
III and IV, leachates were collected using a long (1 m)
glass tubing with the help of a suction bulb from the upper
portion of the leachate accumulation pipes. The leachate
sample of trip III was collected from the accumulation pipe
near the residential area, and the sample of trip IV was
collected from a series of 4 accumulation pipes located at
the base of the landfill as shown in Fig. 5. The leachate
sample of the trip VII was collected by a professional team
of a commercial firm at the depth of 8 m from the pipes at
the base of the landfill. This sample VII was the proper
leachate sample with the true quality contents. Two liters
of this sample were secured and put in the special plastic
water collecting bottles, and stored in the refrigerator
overnight. Trad-MCN and Trad-SHM tests were conducted on
the following day.
Recovery Time For Trad-MCN And Trad-SHM Assays And Fixation
Of The Inflorescence For MCN Slide Preparation
Recovery time is the duration between the time of
chromosome damage and the formation of micronuclei in the
meiotic nuclear division process of the pollen mother cells
in the Trad-MCN bioassay and it is usually around 24 hr.
For the Trad-SHM bioassay, the recovery time is the duration
for the mutant cells of the stamen hair to appear in the
full brown flower, and 7-11 days are generally needed.
In the Trad-MCN test, the inflorescence (series of
flower buds) of the treated plant samples were fixed after a
24-hour recovery time in aceto-ethanol for 24 hr, and stored
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in 70% ethanol. The fixed Trad-MCN flower buds were used to
prepare slide for the early tetrad stage for scoring MCN
frequency as described in the guideline developed for the
International Program on Chemical Safety (Ma et al . , 1993a).
The general procedure of slides preparation includes
selection of proper flower buds for the early tetrads stage
of meiosis, application of aceto-carmine squash method for
staining of nucleus and micronucleus of the tetrads on the
slides
.
In the Trad-SHM test, plant cuttings were maintained
in the nutrient solution for 7-11 days and followed by pink
mutation scoring in the laboratory. As a rule, pink
mutation events in the stamen hairs were scored for 3
consecutive days from 5-10 flowers per day per
experimental group according to the guideline developed for
the International Program on chemical Safety (Ma et al
.
,
1993b).
Treatment Procedure With Leachates:
Leachates were stored in the refrigerator and later
used to treat plant cuttings at various concentration by
diluting (5X, lOX and 20X) the stock solution with distilled
water. Plant cuttings were maintained in these solutions
for 6 hr. The leachate-treated plant cuttings for either
Trad-MCN or Trad-SHM assay were processed the same way as
those for the on site monitoring materials for scoring the
frequencies of MCN or pink mutations.
Scoring MCN Frequencies and Pink Mutation Rates:
A) Trad-MCN assay - Secret coded slides were prepared
from the fixed inflorescence. Around 300 tetrads were scored
under 400X magnification from each of the 5 slides prepared
from the fixed flower buds of each of the experimental
groups. The MCN frequencies were derived from the number of
MCN scored from a total of 300 tetrads. Means and standard
deviations were obtained from these five slides and
expressed in terms of MCN/100 tetrads.
B) Trad-SHM assay - Six stamens from each flower were
immersed in a glycerol-distilled water medium for combing
with a pair of fine-tip needles. The well-combed stamen
hairs were observed under a dissecting microscope for pink
mutant cells in the hair. Around 1,500 - 2,000 stamen hairs(5-10 flowers) were scored from each of the experimental
groups per day (the peak mutation days are between 7th and
5
11th day) and a minimum of 3 days' scores were used to
derive the mean and the standard deviation of each of the
experimental groups and expressed in terms of pink mutation
per 1000 hairs.
Statistical Analysis of Data:
Both MCN and pink mutation scores from the original
data were fed into a computer programmed "CoStat"
statistical analysis system for the "Descriptive Analysis",
ANOVA F-test for variance, and Dunnett-t Statistic for
statistical significance (P< 0.05) among sample means of the
control and treated groups. A positive notation (+) or a
boarder line mark (+/-) was given in Tables 1 through 4 and
6 through 9. When the sample means of the laboratory
control ( LC ) and field control ( FC ) were significantly
different from that of treated groups, a positive response
sign (+) was given to the treated group. A borderline mark
(+/-) is assigned to the treated group when only the LC
group was significantly different from the treated group but
not the FC group.
Records of Weather Conditions:
Weather conditions were surveyed by a portable digital
read-out thermometer and relative humidity combination set.
The wind direction and velocity were measured by a portable
detector. These weather conditions were recorded twice
during each trip. The plant samples were kept in the "clean
air box" or in an "air-tight bag" and transported in an air-
conditioned automobile. The climate condition was
maintained as close to the outside weather condition as
possible. In some occasions, the FC plant samples were kept
under the shady places outside the automobile in order to
avoid the changes of temperature and humidity in the
automobile.
i
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The genotoxic responses of both Trad-MCN and Trad-SHM
assays used for in situ monitoring were dependent on the
weather condition, especially the wind direction and
velocity. A total of 20 trips made during the last 24
months were numbered with Roman numerals and the weather
conditions of each trip were described in the last column of
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the tables showing the in situ monitoring data. Four
selected gaseous agents, toluene (TO), ethylbenzene ( EB )
,
trichloroethylene (TCE) and ethyltoluene ( ET ) were tested
for their genotoxicity in the laboratory. Different
concentrations of each of the agents were tested in order to
establish the minimum effective dose (MED) and possible dose
related gentotoxicity increment. Leachate of different
source were tested with both Trad-MCN and Trad-SHM assays in
the laboratory. Three inorganic compounds which are found in
the leachate were tested for clastogenici ty with Trad-MCN
assay.
Results Of The Trad-MCN Test On The Gaseous Emission At The
Landfill:
The locations of the flare pipe for gaseous treatment
(GT) at the landfill site and the elementary school (E.
Sch. ) site which represents the air quality of the suburban
residential area are shown in Fig. 5. Table 1 gives the MCN
frequencies of the Lab Control (LC), Field Control (FC), GT
and the E. Sch. monitoring groups. Positive responses in
terms of elevated MCN frequencies were obtained at the GT
site of the landfill in 6 out of 20 trips and an
extraordinary high MCN frequency over the control values was
obtained in Trip I when the wind velocity was low (less than
5 MPH), temperature (80° F) and relative humidity (90%) were
relatively high. One possible reason for the high
genotoxicity was due to the fact that gas emitted from the
pipe (flare pipe) was not burning at the time of monitoring
while most of the pipes were burning. High toxicity which
induced dead cells was exhibited in Trips VII and XVII. The
plant samples were placed about 5 m distance at the down
wind side of the flare pipe. In most cases, the gaseous
emission were under combustion, therefore, the genotoxic
gases from the flare were not generated by the original gas
mixture but the combustion by-products. In two occasion
(Trip VI and XX) the MCN frequencies at the E. Sch. site
were unusually high. These high MCN frequencies together
with high variance were the indication of the impact of the
gaseous exposure approaching the toxic level. There were
dead cells and dis-synchrony of the meiotic stages in the
slides from these E. Sch. groups.
Results Of The Trad-MCN On The Air Quality Around The
Incinerator
:
The locations of each of gas monitoring sites around
the incinerator are shown in Figs 2 (Trip I), 3 (Trip III),
4 (Trip IV, V, VIII, IX, XII, XVII). Eight trips were made
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to the incinerator site. Positive responses were obtained
in Trips I, IV, IX, borderline positive response in Trip
XII, and high toxicity in Trip XVII, as shown in Table 2.
Again, the wind velocity (less than 5 MPH ) , temperature and
distance from the chimney were the major factors for the
high MCN frequency. Based upon the inter-relationship among
the height of the chimney, distance between the chimney and
the test sample, wind velocity and direction illustrated in
Figs. 2, 3 and 4, the high genotoxic pollutants from the
incinerator might not be detectable at the close distance
when the wind velocity was relatively high. At greater
distance in Trip III, a slightly elevated MCN frequency was
obtained. The dilution factor might play an essential role
under such conditions. More critical study should be
conducted to determine these inter-related factors. Three PC
(Park Control) were maintained to check against the GT
groups. Trip VIII data showed no significant difference
between the GT and PC groups. This means that the air
quality of the incinerator area could be three times as
toxic as that of the city park which is about 5 Km away from
the site of incinerator under certain climatic conditions.
The extraordinary high MCN frequency of Trip I test could be
due to the closer distance (100 m) from the test plant
sample to the chimney than the other test samples (> 300 m)
in addition to the low wind velocity and high humidity.
Results Of The Trad-SHM Tests On The Gaseous Agents Around
The Landfill
The Trad-SHM assay results on gaseous agents around the
landfill are given in Table 3. Tests conducted at the GT
flare pipe site yielded 11 positive responses out of 20
trips. 2 positive and 1 borderline positive responses were
obtained at the E. Sch. site. One of the major phenomena
was noticed among the LC and FC groups. In most trips, the
mutation rates of FC groups were usually higher than that of
the LC groups. This could mean that the pink mutation
system was sensitive to air pollutants on the way to and
from the monitoring site, especially during the long and
slow rush hour traffic in the city. Special arrangement was
made in the later trips by leaving the FC group of plant
cuttings in a remote area away from the city traffic.
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Results Of Trad-SHM Assay On Air Quality Around The
Incinerator
The location of the Trad-SHM test sites are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Due to the time limit and the city traffic
problems this monitoring work was carried out only in 4
trips ( Trips III, V, IX and XVII), and the results are
given in Table 4. Although elevated mutation rates were
obtained in the GT groups as compared with the LC and FC
values, only 2 out of 4 trips showed positive responses.
There was no PC group provided in these monitoring trips.
Therefore, these elevated mutation rates may or may not be
different from the city air quality. The weather condition
during these two monitoring trips were similar to the other
trips except that the FC group was carried around downtown
area longer than those trips without the incinerator gas
monitoring. Results of PC groups in the Trad-MCN monitoring
process indicated that the air quality around the
incinerator area was usually not significantly different
from that of the FC group. Therefore no PC group was added
to the Trad-SHM monitoring series.
Major Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) Found In The gaseous
Emission From The Landfill.
Numerous volatile organic compounds were found in the
gaseous emission of this landfill through chemical analyses
performed by the IIT Center (Holsen et al
. ,
1991), and the
major contents are listed in Table 5. Among these VOCs
,
toluene (TO) ethylbenzene (EB), trichloroethylene (TCE) and
ethyltoluene (ET) were tested for their genotoxicity with
Trad-MCN and/or Trad-SHM assays. More of the VOCs from this
list should be tested with Trad-MCN and Trad-SHM assays
singularly or in mixture forms for their genotoxicity under
laboratory conditions in the future to determine the
essential source of genotoxicity.
Results Of The Trad-MCN Assay On The Clastogenicity Of
Gaseous Agents, Toluene (TO), Ethylbenzene,
Trichloroethylene (TCE) and Ethyltoluene (ET)
Toluene, ethylbenzene, trichloroethylene and
ethyltoluene were tested in their gaseous state with Trad-
MCN assay on the individual agent basis for their
clastogenicity. The results are given in Table 6. Three
repeated tests on toluene under the dose range of 50 - 893
9
ppm concentrations showed positive responses in 4 out of 5
dose levels. The borderline positive result of experimental
series I was due to high variance value. The reason for the
lack of positive response in the repeated tests on
ethylbenzene was due to over dose and high toxicity of the
chemical. This was evidenced by the fact that within the
dose range of 172 - 1549 ppm concentrations only the lowest
dose gave positive response and the higher concentrations
yielded toxic effect not only caused numerous dead cells in
the tetrads but also physiological damage on the plant
cuttings after 30 hr of treatment. Positive response was
obtain when 200 ppm/min of TCE was used for treatment.
Trad-SHM test on ET
,
yielded positive response at 94 ppm/min
concentration and toxic effect was shown at
188 ppm/min concentration.
Results Of Trad-SHM Assay On The Mutagenicity Of The Gaseous
Agent, Toluene.
Toluene in its gaseous state was tested repeatedly with
Trad-SHM assay for its mutagenicity and results are shown in
Table 7. Since the plant cuttings for Trad-SHM assay have
to be longer {around 20 cm) than those used for Trad-MCN
test to maintain their vitality, a larger bell jar in the
gaseous treatment system was used. The gaseous toluene
concentration in the larger bell jar was too low (4.2 - 12.9
ppm/ min) to reach the minimum effective dose (MED) in a 6
hr treatment. Therefore, no positive response was obtained.
The current Dynamic Gas Flow treatment system was
unable to provide sufficient testing gaseous agents in a
large sized bell jar. Consequently, no further testing on
toluene as well as the other 3 agents, i.e. ethylbenzene,
trichloroethylene and ethyltoluene was conducted under the
Trad-SHM test.
Results Of Trad-MCN Assay On The Clastogenicity Of The
Leachate
:
The results of Trad-MCN assay on the clastogenicity of
leachates are given in Table 8. Five batches of leachate
samples (Trips III, IV, V and VII) were collected at
different sites as shown in Fig. 5 (sites were numbered with
Roman numerals according to the trip numbers inside of the
circles which mark the location). One Trad-MCN test was
conducted on each of the 3 samples and repeated tests were
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conducted on the sample VII. Results of the Trad-MCN tests
on all samples showed positive responses at 10% leachate
concentrations. Higher concentrations usually gave severe
toxic effect as revealed by dead cells in the flower buds
and no scorable slide was made except in the 40% solution
treated group in sample III. Full strength of the sample
VII leachate killed plant cuttings after 10-day exposure
(fig. 6).
Results Of Trad-SHM Assay On The Mutagenicity Of The
Leachate
:
Results of the Trad-SHM test on leachates were given in
Table 9. Only one test was conducted on each of the
leachate samples collected in Trips II, III and IV because
of the small quantity of these leachate samples. T he
mutation rates obtained from the tests on various dilution
of the leachate collected on Trip IV were relatively higher
than that obtained from the control group but was unable to
reach the positive level because of the high standard
deviation value. High variance and low mutation rate in
high dose treated groups were signs of toxicity. Since
Trad-SHM assay requires a long recovery time (7-11 days),
the plant cuttings usually were damaged by the toxic agent
severely before mutation could be scored from the flowers of
the healthy plants. No Trad-SHM test could be performed on
the sample VII.
Major Contents Of The Leachate Based On The Chemical
Analysis Reported By IIT Center.
The major contents of the leachate based on the
chemical analysis reported by IIT Center (Anderson et al
.
,
1992) are listed in Table 10. The inorganics and organics
together with their concentrations are listed separately in
different columns of the table. These values give us the
reference on the potential source of genotoxicity . Based
upon the pH measurement of leachate collected during trip
VII which is considered to be the true leachate among the 4
different kinds, the stock solution in its mixed form gave a
pH value of 8.9.
Results of Trad-MCN assay on inorganic compounds which are
major constituents of the leachate
Three inorganic compounds were selected from Table 10,
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i.e. sodium selenite, manganese chloride, and lead nitrate
for the Trad-MCN test. Results are given in Table 11.
Clas togenic i ty was shown in 40 - 100 ppra concentration of
sodium selenite, while manganese chloride and lead nitrate
did not show elevated clastogenic i ty
.
CONCLUSIONS
The overall average of genotixicity of gaseous emission
from landfill was significantly higher when compared with
both LC and FC values under the Trad-SHM test in 20 Trips in
the last two year period. However, the average MCN
frequency of 20 Trips was not significantly (0.05) higher
than the control groups although the MCN frequencies of the
treated groups were generally elevated above the controls.
Both the average pink mutation rates (4 Trips) and average
MCN frequencies (8 Trips) of the incinerator tests were
borderline positive. In general, the detection of
genotoxicity of gaseous emission was heavily depending upon
the climatic conditions. The air quality near the
incinerator area, judged by the MCN frequency in the meiotic
germ cells of the Tradescant ia plant could be 3 times as
toxic as that of the city park which is 5 Km away from the
incinerator under certain climatic conditions. The
mutagenicity level of the air around the incinerator
measured by the gene mutation rate at the blue/pink locus of
Tradescant ia was slightly elevated but statistically
insignificant as compared with LC and FC values. No PC
value on mutation rate was available for comparison.
One of the major inadequacies of this In Situ
monitoring studies was the insufficient exposure time (5-7
hrs ) with the exclusion of early morning and late evening
hours when wind was calm. Due to the long distance from the
monitoring site, inclusion of these early and late hours of
the day was not possible.
Four major gaseous agents, toluene and ethylbenzene
,
tr ichloroethylene , and ethyltoluene were tested individually
under the laboratory condition with the Trad-MCN assay.
Toluene repeatedly showed positive clastogenici ty in the
dose range of 50 - 893 ppm/rain, in 6 hr treatment. Gaseous
ethylbenzene showed positive response in Trad-MCN assay at
172 ppm/min in 6 hr treatment, and was highly toxic when the
concentration was higher than this maximum tolerant dose.
The Trad-MCN test on Trichloroethylene show positive
response at 200 ppm/min and ethyltoluene at 94 ppm/min.
Among the inorganic compounds only Sodium Selenite shows
positive response in Trad-MCN test at 43 and 100 ppm
concentrations. The Trad-SHM assay on gaseous toluene at
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the dose range of 4.3 - 12.9 ppm concentrations was negative
in three repetitions because the dose level was too low in
these tests.
Among 4 different sources of leachates, the Trip II
sample was collected from the stream at the base of the
landfill. No positive response was detected. The Trip III
sample was collected from the top portion of the leachate
accumulation pipe. Positive responses were obtained by
Trad-MCN assay at 10% and 40% of the stock solution dosages.
Trad-MCN assay on the Trip IV sample which was collected
from the 1 m depth of the accumulation pipes at the base of
the landfill show positive response at 10% concentration but
no positive response was detected with Trad-SHM assay. The
leachate obtained during the Trip VII was collected from the
accumulation pipes at the depth of 8 m. Due to the extreme
high toxicity, plant cuttings were severely damaged during
treatment and no proper slides could be made for scoring.
Later, Trad- MCN tests were conducted on 5% and 10% leachate
solution. High clastogenicity was exhibited in these tests.
The genotoxicity of leachate was drastically reduced after a
long duration of storage. Freshly collected leachate should
be used for chemical analysis and bioassays. Further studies
on the genotoxicity of the fresh leachate from greater depth
accompanied by an extensive chemical analysis would be
essential to the future management of the landfill operation
and to evaluate possible health hazards of the drinking
water which could be the result of surface and ground water
contamination by the leachate.
Plant samples, especially the FC group, were
transported in two different ways, i.e. by a "clean air box"
and in an "air-tight package". Air-tight package method was
more practical in terms of keeping the pollutant away from
the plants provided that the temperature of the transporting
facility was in the normal range of 15 - 25° C, and
preferably not to keep the plant cuttings in the bag more
than two days. In a separate series of experiments, plant
cuttings were shipped in an air-tight package through
overnight mail carrier for testing in a distant geographic
location. The MCN frequencies of these shipped materials
were not significantly higher than those LC at the host
institution. Further experimentation along this line should
be conducted to minimize the "en route" contamination.
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Reconunendations for Future Research
Based upon the current findings in this research
project, extensive studies should be made on chemical
characterization of the leachates. At the same time,
bioassays of the outstanding organic and inorganic agents in
the freshly collected leachate from the greater depth (8 m
or more ) should be carried out in order to assess the
effects on the ecosystem and human health. In addition to
the studies of surface water near the landfill, shallow (50
m) and deep (500 m) wells should be dug at the close and
distant places from the landfill to study the water quality
of these wells both chemically and biologically for the
possible genotoxicity of drinking water in the near and
distant future.
The ideal duration for in situ monitoring of the
landfill and incinerator gaseous emissions should include
the early morning and late evening hours of the day when the
wind is calm or the velocity is low. When wind speed is
greater than 5 MPH
,
gases from the flare pipe or the chimney
are quickly dissipated and the genotoxicity reduced to a
much lower level. This ideal monitoring duration (12 hr ) is
crucial for the efficient detection of the genotoxicity of
gaseous emissions.
Considering the high toxicity and the long range
effects of the leachate on the surface and ground water,
landfill approach for the solid waste management is a much
inferior process than the incineration method. The leachate
from landfill persistently releases genotoxic gases into the
air and hazardous chemicals into the ground and surface
water. It will create a staggering amount of health hazards
in the future generations. A well-designed incinerator
coupled with energy production and situated at appropriate
location would be a better way to reduce the volume of the
municipal solid wastes. Furthermore, there is a moral
aspect of this matter which helps us to choose one over the
other. That is the current generation of our affluent
society should suffer the consequence of air pollution
through the incineration, while our innocent descendance
should not be the victim of our generation who passes on the
poison created by the landfill.
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Table 1. Results of on site monitoring with the Trad-MCxN
assay on the cias togenici ty of gaseous agents around
the landfill.
fZT £< • oCnOO JL Lu A £1 ^ h A T*
MCN/100 MCN/100 MCN/100 MCN/100 Sun/Cldy
Tetrads Tetrads Tetrads Tetrads Temp . RH
mean ± a mean ± cr mean ± C mean ± CT Wind v/d
Trip I (08/08/91) Cldy, 27"^
3.6 1.3 5.1 1.5 26.8 7.5 8.1 1.6 90%, 5 MPH
Response + SE.drizzl
Trip II (08/20/91) PCldy, 22°
4.5 2.1 5.2 1.7 9.9 1.6 4.8 1.4 65% 15
Response + MPH, SE
Trip III (09/10/91)
3.6 3.2 4.4 1.1 3.2 0.9
Response
Trip IV (10/08/91)
3.2 1.0 3.7 0.8 11.1 2.4
Response +
Trip V (05/21/92)
4.8 1.4 4.6 1.2 7.5 1.7
Response +
Trip VI (06/09/92)
2.5 1.5 5.9 1.2
Response
Trip VII (06/25/92)
8.9 4.9 dead cells
Response
4.0 1.3
4.8 1.1
8.9 1.9
14.0 8.8
+
6.9 2.7
Sun/PCldy
28^ 80%,
15MPH, SSE
Sun, 25°,
35%, 10-30
MPH, SW
Sun, 24°,
50%, 5 MPH
NNE
Sun, 24°,
3 5%, 5 MPH
E.
Sun, 21°,
45%, 5MPH
S.
Trip VIII (07/16/92)
2.1 1.5
Response
5.4 0.5 5.2 4.8
Cldy/Fog,
24°, 85%,
5 MPH, E.
Trip IX (08/18/92)
5.5 2.2 5.1 2.7
Response
6.6 1.8
P. Cldy.
21°, 53%
5 MPH, NW
Trip X ( 08/29/92 )
9.0 2.9 9.2 6.6
Response
Trip XI (09/12/'92)
4.2 2.9 12.0 4.5 12.5 6.5
Response +/-
3.3 1.8
Sun. 21-
27° 80%
5 MPH,SE
Sun. 27-
7.8 7.6 29° 50%
5 MPH, SSE
IS
Table 1 continued
LC FC
MCN/100 MCN/100
Tetrads Tetrads
mean ± cr mean ± cr
GT
MCN/100
Tetrads
mean i CT
E . School
MCN/100
Tetrads
mean ± cr
Weather
Sun/Cldy
rn _ _ _ n TTlemp. RH
Wind v/d
Trip XII (09/27/92)
5.8
Response
1
.
Qy 0.0 z
.
U 2.8 1.4
Sun. 17-
zu ^o^
5 MPH SW
Trip XIII { 10/11/92
)
9.6
Response
3. Q r\ o. U Z . A4 7.0 4 . 1
Sun. 14°-
IT*' K A<Vi / .DUTb
5 MPH.NW
Trip XIV ( 5/21/93
)
6.3* 2.6 4.4
Response
2. c so c Qo 4 . 9 1 . 6
Sun. 18-
Z U J D U Tb
5 MPH,NW
Trip XV (6/11/93)
3.2 3.4 3.3
Response
1
.
Qy O Q 1Z . O 1 . U 4 . 3 1.6
Sun. 25-
o 1 r\<vZD, / \j7o
5 MPH,E
Trip XVI (6/23/93)
1.6 0.4 5.2
Response
3. QO 1 Q 1i . y i . c 3 . 9 1.9
Sun. 25-
oU , OUyo
5 MPH,SE
Trip XVII (7/11/93)
2.6
Response
0. 9 13.1 6
.
+
3 5 . 5 1 . 2
Sun. Fog
,
28 ,95%
5 MPH,W
Trip XVIII (7/16/93)
4.1 1.9 2.3
Response
1. 7 3.2 1.4 3.9 3 . 2
Sun. 26-
29°, 95%
5 MPH.SSE
Trip XIX (8/13/93)
2.9
Response
1 .4 3.5 1 3 2.6 2.5
Sun. 25-
33°, 60%
5 MPH,SW
Trip XX (10/16/93)
3.3
Response
1 . 9 4.8 1
.
6 6.4
+
3.4
Drizz . 17°
90%, 5-10
MPH, N
*The unusual high MCN frequency of the LC for this
experiment may be due to the presence of physical or
chemical agents of unknown source in the Laboratory.
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Table 2. Results of on site monitoring with the Trad-MCN
assay on the clastogenicity of the air around the
incinerator
LC
MCN/100
tetrads
mean ± C
FC
MCN/100
tetrads
mean ± o
PC
MCN/100
tetrads
mean + <T
GT
MCN/100
tetrads
mean J: cT
Weather
Sun/Cldy
Temp , RH
Wind, v/d
Trip I (08/08/91)
3.6 1.3 5.1 1.5
Response
14.9* 4.0
+
Cldy, 27**
90%, 5 MPH
SE , drizzl
Trip III (09/10/91)
3.6 3.2 4.4 1.1
Response
6.5 2.1
Sun/S.Cldy
28^ 80%,
15 MPH.SSE
Trip IV (10/8/91)
3.2 1.0 3.7 0.8
Response
7.0 1.8
+
Sun, 25°,
35%, 10-30
MPH, SW
Trip V (05/21/92)
4.8 1.4 4.6 1.2
Response
6.7 1.9
Sun, 24%
50%, 5 MPH
NNE .
Tri^ VIII (07/16/92)
2.1 1.5
Response
4.8 1.9 2.7 1.1
Cldy/Fog,
24°, 85%,
5 MPH, E.
Trip IX (08/18/92)
5.5 2.2 3.0
Response
1.6 11.2 6.8
+
P. Cldy
2l\ 53%
5 MPH,NW
Trip XII (09/27/92)
5.8 1.9 7.3
Response
3 . 9 8.6 3.2
+/-
Sun. 17-
20\ 58%
5 MPH,SW
Trip XVII (7/11/93)
2.2 0.9
Response
dead cells
toxic
Sun. Fog
25-28% 95%
0-5 MPH W
*This test sample was closer to the chimney (100 m) than the
others ( >300 )
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Table 3. Results of on site monitoring with the Trad-SHM
assay on the mutagenicity of the gaseous around the
landfill site.
LC FC GT E. School Weather
M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 Sun/Cldy
hairs hairs hairs hairs Temp. RH
mean + o mean + o mean + o mean + o Wind , v/d
Trip I (08/08/91)
1.07 0.73 2.29
Response
0.,88 5 .,87 0.
+
.84 1 .82 0.,81
Cldy, 17°,
90%, 5 MPH
SE , drizzle
Trip II (08/20/91)
1.06 0.73 2.14
Response
1
.
,03 3 .,10 0.
+/-
24 1 .94 0.,59
P. Cldy, 22°
65% 15 MPH,
SE
Trip III (08/10/91)
1 .07 0. 73 1 .43
Response
0. 41 3. 71 0.
+
72 -
Sun/S.Cldy
28°, 80%,
15 "P, SSE
Trip IV (10/08/91)
1.07 0.73 3.47
Response
0. 48 4 . 91 0.
+
73 -
Sun, 25",
35%, 10-30
MPH , SW
Trip V (05/21/92)
1 .80 0.30
Response
- 2. 11 1. 07 -
Sun, 24°,
50%, 5 MPH,
E.
Trip VI (06/09/92)
1 .23 0.83 1.66
Response
0. 55 3. 27 1.
+
30 2 .26 1
.
46
SUN, 24°,
35%, 5 MPH
E.
Trip VII (06/25/92)
1.52 0.13
Response
- 2
.
38 1 . 00 1 .81 1 31
Sun, 21°,
45%, 5 MPH
S.
Trip VIII (7/16/92)
0. 73 0. 75 1.63
Response
0. 31 3 . 07 0.
+
76 1 . 72 1 40
Cldy/Fog,
24°, 85%,
5 MPH, E.
Trip IX(08/18/92)
1.76
Response
0. 89 2. 87 0. 42
P. Cldy.
21°, 53%
5 MPH, NW
Trip X (08/29/92)
1.280.57 1.35
Response
1
.
48 2. 28 1 .
+
26 1 . 76 0. 70
Sun. 21-
27°, 80%
5 MPH,SE
Trip XI (09/12/92)
1 . 32 0. 70 0.88
Response
0. 25 2 . 65 0.
+
97 2 .40
+ /
. 82
Sun. 27-
29°, 50%
5 MPH, SSE
IS
Table 3 continued.
LC FC GT E. School Weather
M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 Sun/Cldy
hairs hairs hairs hairs Temp. RH
mean + cr mean + o" mean + o" mean + C Wind,v/d
Trip XII (09/27/92)
0.48 0.05 0.79 0.35 1.34 0.45
Response +
0.96 1.35
Sun. 17-
20^ 58%
5 MPH, SW
Trip XIII (10/11/92)
1.33 0.80
Response
2.19 0.06 1.67 0.74
Sun. 14-
17°, 50%
5 MPH,
Trip XIV (5/21/93)
1.92*0.51 1.11 1.92
Response
2.35 1.59 1.26 0.52
Sun- 18-
20^ 60%
5 MPH, NW
Trip XV ( 6/11/93)
1.33 1.05 3.41 0.55
Response
2.02 1.14 1.34 0.20
Sun. 25-
26°, 70%
5 MPH,E.
Trip XVI (6/23/93)
2.13*1.12 1.17 0.79
Response
2.57 1.45 1.68 1.11
Sun. 25-
30°, 60%
5 MPH,SE
Trip XVII (7/11/93)
1.71 1.06 1.94 1.27 2.38 1.29
Response +
1.87 0.18
Sun. Fog,
25-28°, 80%
5 MPH,W
Trip XVIII (7/16/93)
1.80 1.00 2.08 0.66 3.01 1.09 3.69 1.58
Response + +
Sun. 26-
28°, 80%
5 MPH,SSE
Trip XIX (8/13/93)
1.61 0.64 3.89 0.45
Response +
2.14 0.68
Sun. 25-
33°, 60%
5 MPH,SW
Trip XX (10/16/93)
1.82 0.14 1.77 0.41
Response
2.21 0.70 2.77 0.50
+
Drizz. 17°
90%, 5-10
MPH, N.
*The unusual high mutation rates of LC groups may be
due to the presence of the unexpected physical or chemical
agents in the laboratory during this experiment.
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Table 4. Results of on site monitroing with the Trad-SHM
assay on the mutagenicity of the air around the
i nci nerator
LC FC PC GT Weather
M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 Sun/Cldy
hairs hairs hairs hairs Temp. RH
mean ± cr mean ± o" mean + o" mean + c Wind,v/d
Trip III (09/10/91
)
1 .07 0. 73 1 .43 0.41
Response
Trip V (05/21/92)
1 .80 0.30
Response
Trip IX (08/18/92)
1 .76 0.89
Response
Trip XVII (07/11/93)
1.71 1 .06 1 .94 1 .27
Response
Sun/S . 01 dy
3. 1 7 1 .84 28°, 80%,
+ 15 MPH.SSE
Sun, 24°,
3.00 1.19 50%, 5 MPH
+ NNE
P. Cldy.
- 2.37 0.86 21°, 53%
5 MPH, NW
Sun. Fog,
- 2.13 0.89 25-28°, 80;
5 MPH, W
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Table 5. The Major gaseous agents from the landfill site
based on the Chemical analyses by IIT Center (OSWR-02
006 )
VOC Chemic<i/ formula Maximum
Concentration
Ethylbenzene
^5 ^2 ^5 850
m &. p-Xylene 820
Toluene Cj Hj CHj 660
Decane CHj (CH2)8 CHj 340
n-isopropyltoluene CHj Cj CHCCHj )2 280
Ethyltoluene
^2 ^5 ^2 ^( ^^3 66
Trichloroethylene C2 Hj Clj 0.33
(ng/m^)
PCBs 75
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Table 6. Results of the Trad-MCN assay on the
clastogenicity of the gaseous agents, Toluene,
Ethylbenzene and Trichloroethylene
. and
Ethyltoluene
Expt
.
series MCN/100
tetrads
Mean + cr
T-1
MCN/100
tetrads
Mean + o*
T-2
MCN/100
tetrads
Mean + cr
Remarks
Toluene
I 2.78 0.84 12.81 11.01
Dose (395 ppm/min)
Response +/-
II 2.78 0.84 9.99 1.36 11.12 2.20
Dose (50 ppm/min) (694 ppm/min)
Response + +
III 2.87 0.84 9.50 2.64 8.51 2.14
Dose (794 ppm/min) (893 ppm/min)
Response + +
Ethylbenzene
I 4.63 1.29 10.80 1.61 8.26 1.64
Dose (172 ppm/min) (344 ppm/min)
Response +
II 2.35 0.70 2.91 0.70 6.24 3.43 toxic
Dose (430 ppm/min) (602 ppm/min)
Response
III 2.35 0.70 6.22 2.62 6.39 1.81 toxic
Dose (258 ppm/min) (1549 ppm/min)
Response +
Trichloroethylene (TCE)
I 2.14 1.46 5.80 3.62
Dose (200 ppm/min)
Response +
II 5.80 2.61 4.98 1.00 Toxic
Dose (757 ppm/min)
Response
III 4.57 1.38 4.42 1.31 Toxic
Dose (867 ppm/min)
Response
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Table 6 Continued
Expt. C T-1 T-2 Remarks
series MCN/100 MCN/100 MCN/100
tetrads tetrads tetrads
Mean + a Mean + cr Mean ± cT
Ethyltoluene (ET)
.1 5.18 1.81 7.62 2.76
Dose (94 ppm/min)
Response +
II 4.16 1.85 3.46 1.72
Dose (188 ppm/min)
Response Toxic
III 3.23 2.29 4.19 2.22
Dose (41 ppm/min)
Response
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Table 7. Results of
of the gaseous
emissions from
the Trad-SHM assay on the mutagenicity
agent, Toluene, one of the major gaseous
the landfill.
Expt. C T-1 Remarks
series M/1000 M/1000
hairs hairs
Mean + o" Mean + CT
Toluene
I 1.53 0.53
Dose
Response
II 2.50 0.73
Dose
Response
III 2.22 1.11
Dose
Response
2.83 1.50
(12.9 ppm/min)
•3.73 2.20
(5.2 ppm/min)
3.23 2.61
(4.3 ppm/min)
concn. too low*
concn. too low*
concn. too low*
*The extremely low concentration of the gas was due to the
increase of the size of the treatment chamber.
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Table 8. Results of the Trad-MCN assay on the clastogenic i ty
of leachate samples* collected from the landfill site.
Trips Control
(Date) MCN/100
M/D/Y tetrads
Mean + <T
Treated Treated Treated Treated
MCN/100 MCN/100 MCN/100 MCN/100
tetrads tetrads tetrads tetrads
Mean +. O" Mean ± <T Mean ±. <3~ Mean ± cr*
III 4.09 2.32
(09/10/91
)
Dose
Response
7.93 2.25
( 10%)
+
3.97 1.09
(20%)
12.25 8.67
( 40%)'
+
IV 4.76 1.68 11.8 0.33
( 10/08/91)
Dose (10%)
Response +
V 2.14 1.46
(06/24//92)
Dose
Response
VII 6.62 3.5
( 7/28/92)
Dose
Response
Vila 4.42 2.85
(8/12/92)
Dose
Response
- dead cell
(100%)
- toxic
6.53 1.97 dead cell
(10%)
+
3.42 0.96
(5%)
(20%)
10.03 3.0 dead cell Dead
plant**
(10%) (20%) (100%)
+
4.7 2.98
(20%) lost
potency
*Leachate samples III, IV and V were collected from the
shallow part of the leachate pipes. Only leachate
sample VII was collected from the depth of 8 m.
**Plant cuttings treated with 100% leachate was dead as
shown in the photograph. Plant cuttings maintained in
tapwater for the same length of time (10 days) is shown
next to the dead plants for comparison.
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Table 9. Results of the Trad-SHM assay on the mutagenicity
of the leachate samples collected from the landfill
s ite
.
Trips Control Treated Treated Treated Treated
(Date) M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 M/1000 M/1000
M/D/Y hairs hairs hairs hairs hairs
mean + <3" mean ± <T mean +. d" Mean +. o" Mean +. C
II 1.60 0.57
( 08/20/91)
Stream
Dose
Response
III 1.60 0.57
(09/10/91
)
Residential
Dose
Response
(20%)
2.09 0.86
(100%)
1.90 0.53 1.30 1.43 -
(40%)
IV 1.60 0.57 2.14 0.69 3.28 2.30
(10/08/91)
Base area
Dose (10%) (20%)
Response +/-
1.61 1.14 toxic
(40%) (100%)
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Table 10. Major Contents of Leachate based on the
Chemical Analysis by IIT Center ( OSWR-03-005 ) .
Inorganics Organics
Components Concn. Components Concn.
mg.L mg/L
Chloride 3100
COD 2510
Cyanide (total) <0.01
Fluoride 2 . 6
Nitrogen amonia 639
Nitrogen, nitrate <0 . 25
Nitrogen, nitrite <0 . 05
pH (units) 7.48
Phosphate (total) 41 .
1
Solid dissolved 8900
conductance ( uohms/cm) 14700
Sulfate <10
Total Organic carbon 563
Arsenic 0.01
Barium 1 .08
Cadmium 0.03
Calcitun 224
Chromium (total) 0.21
Iron 68
Lead 1.32
Magnesium 468
Manganese 1.07
Mercury <0 .0001
Nickel 0.17
Potasium 864
Selenium 0.002
Silver 0.01
Sodium 842
Zinc 0.548
Acenaphthalene
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
Idenopyrene
Benzo( a)pyrene
PCBs (Clj -
g )
, 5
4
20.0
"1.8
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Table 11. Trad-MCN tests on the selected inorganic compoud
from the Table 10.
Expt. C T-1 T-2 T-3
series MCN/100 MCN/100 MCN/100 MCX/lOO
Tetrads Tetrads Tetrads Tetrads
Mean + o" Mean i o~ Mean + <T Mean ± cr
Sodium selenite
NaSe-1 4.9 1.2 8.1 2.7 6.4 2.1
(dose) (100 ppm) (200 ppm)
Response +
NaSe-II 4.8 1 .6 5.4 1.2 9.2 4.7 5.5 1.6
Dose (21 ppm) (43 ppm) (87 ppm).
Response +
NaSe-III 1.6 0.7 2.4 0.9 2.9 1.9 2.2 1.0
Dose (25 ppm) (50 ppm) (75 ppm)
Manganese chloride
MnCl-I 1.3 0.5
Dose
Response
MnCl-II
Dose
Response
MnCl-III
Dose
Response
3.1 1.3
3.4 1.3
2.9 2.7
(25 ppm)
2.2 1.0
(25 ppm)
2.6 1.3
(100 ppm)
1.3 1.4
(50 ppm)
2.3 0.8
(50 ppm)
1.9 0.9
(150 ppm)
2.0 1.4
(100 ppm)
3.2 1.9
(75 ppm)
2.7 1.3
(200 ppm)
Lead nitrate
PbNO-I
Dose
Response
PbNO-II
Dose
Response
PbNO-III
Dose
Response
2.1 0.5
6.5 2.9
6.7 2.1
3.0 1.6
(10 ppm)
5.8 1.6
(100 ppm)
6.9 2.2
(10 ppm)
3.2 1.3
(100 ppm)
7.3 5.4
(1000 ppm)
7.8 1.3
(50 ppm)
3.0 1.8
(1000 ppm)
7.8 2.3
(1%)
7.9 5.8
(100 ppm)
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Fig. 6. Photograph showing the high toxicity of the leachate.
C: Control plants, L: Leachate-treated plants.
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Appendix I
PROTOCOL FOR THE TRADESCANTIA-MICRONUCLEUS (Trad-MCN)
ASSAY
I. Raising Tradescantia plants:
1. Potting soli and other adequate growing media: Common potting soil (sand
2 parts, soil 4 parts, and peat moss 1 part) and two applications of liquid fertilizer per
month would be adequate for greenhouse propagation, if Vermiculite or PerKte were
utilized, more frequent application of liquid fertilizer is required.
2. Adequate population size. In general, 1,000 well-grown plants (about 100
pots, 15 cm in diameter) are needed to supply 60-80 young inflorescences once a
week to conduct a test of three treated and one control group (15 inflorescences per
group).
3. Optimal growing conditions. Plants can be grown in growth chambers for
low MCN background and minimum variation. Or in a greenhouse for year round
supply, or in the field for a larger population and economy. If grown in a growth
chamber, the Intensity of the fluorescent light should be about 378 E m"2 s""' (1,800 ft
candles) and the incandescent light should be around 38 E m"2 s"'' (180 ft candles)
measured at the tip of the plants. To induce flowering a 16/8 h (light/dark)
photoperiod is necessary. If grown in the greenhouse, supplemental light is needed
during the short day season. The daytime temperature should be around 21-25^C and
night time temperature around 16^C. The relative humidity should be around 60-80%.
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4. Propagation procedure. Since clone 4430 is sterile ^nlike some other
clones such as 03, any crowed pots can be subdivided into 2 to 4 new pots forming
new clones of the same genetic make up.
II. Treatment procedures:
1. Selection of plant cuttings. Only young inflorescences (composed of at
least 9 exposed buds) are selected for treatment. Plants grown under persistent low
(below 15°C) or persistent high (above 36^C) temperatures or polluted atmosphere, or
contaminated soil can not be utilized as experimental materials. At least 15 cuttings
per experimental group are needed to provide sufficient material for making 5 to 7
slides of the proper early stage tetrads.
2. Maintenance of the plant cuttings. Plant cuttings with a stem length of 10-
15 cm can be maintained in 200 ml plastic cups filled with tap water or Hoagland
solution (1/3 dilution). If the chemical under test is reactive with, or absorbed by,
plastics, then beakers or glass jars are recommended. The plant cuttings are
suspended on perforated aluminum foil which serves as a cover to the container.
3. Treatment with physical and chemical agents. By chance (about 50%
probability) the chromosomes of the early meiotic prophase in one of the series of
buds of the inflorescences are receiving treatment of the physical (ionizing radiation)
or chemical agents. The treated early meiotic prophase chromosomes generally arrive
at the early tetrad stage in 24-30 h. Generally, the duration of treatment of pollutants
in water solution, such as drinking water, should be extended. For these exceptional
cases, the continuous treatment for the duration of 30 or more hours without recovery
time is recommended. The duration of treatments with acute dosages is in the range
of 3 to 12 h, and followed by a 24 h recovery time.
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4. In situ monitoring procedure. For on site monitoring of air, plant cuttings
maintained in a nutrient solution are exposed directly to the air at a given site for
generally a day, but can be left there longer. For use with water, the cuttings are
suspended from a floating device called an -Aquatoon" on the polluted surface water
for a period in the range of 3 - 24 h. For either water or air monitoring, appropriate air
controls must also be simultaneously maintained. In all cases of In situ monitoring,
the plant samples are carried in a "Clean Air Box" or a "sealed plastic bag" to and from
the site. The cut ends of the plant sample should be wrapped around with moist clean
paper (Kimwipe) or clean cheese cloth and carried In a box. Generaly, soil testing is
done by bringing the soil samples to the laboratory and washed with distilled water to
obtain solutions of various concentrations. In either mode of transportation, the field
control group should be kept In the clean air box or the sealed bag without exposing
to the air at the site.
5. Recovery period. Generally, a 24 h recovery time is needed to allow the
early melotic prophase chromosomes which received the treatment to arrive at the
early tetrad stage. Occasionally, a longer recovery period is needed if there is a sign
of melotic delay.
6. Fixation. The young inflorescences with a series of intact flower buds are
fixed In 1:3 aceto-ethanol solution (Carney's) freshly prepared before use. The buds
are stored in 70% ethanol after 24 h fixation. Slides can be prepared from the buds
anytime after fixation.
III. Slide Preparation:
1. Secret coding of the experimental groups. A random assignment of secret
codes must be made to replace the original labels of the experimental groups before
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the preparation of slides. The original labels marked with secret codes should be filed
away for decoding after the slides of all experimental groups have been scored.
2. Selection of flower buds which contain the early tetrad stage of meiotic
pollen mother cells. The early tetrad stage can be distinguished from the later stage
tetrads by the possession of an envelope (cell wall) which encloses the 4 cells of the
tetrad. The encased 4 cells of the early tetrad usually stay together under normal
heating and pressing in the next step, while degeneration of the envelope in the later
stage tetrads allows the cells to separate during heating and pressing. The presence
of empty envelopes of the tetrads in excessive numbers (above 5% of the tetrad
population) before heating and pressing is an indication of the late tetrad stage which
is inadequate for MCN scoring. Flower buds containing early stage tetrads can be
secured systematically by their size and the location in the inflorescence.
3. Dissection of buds and anthers to release tetrads. The selected bud is
dissected with a pair of probes to release 6 anthers. Against a dark background, the
pale yellowish color and the size of the anthers are revealed as distinct features of the
typical early tetrad stage. The anthers are then transferred into a drop of aceto-
carmine stain on another clean slide. The anthers are squashed with the probe in the
stain against a white background. Tetrads released from the anther and the debris are
readily revealed against the white background. The stained tetrads are now examined
under a low power (250 X) microscope for the proper stage. The slides of improper
stages are eliminated at this step.
4. Staining procedure. Ail the debris should be removed from the slide.
Tetrads are stained in the open air for a few minutes before applying the coverglass.
The slides with an adequate amount of stain under the coverglass should be heated
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repeatedly over a flame or on a hot plate (around 80°C) and pressed gently with the
palm of the hand under several layers of absorbent paper. This temporary preparation
is suitable for scoring micronuclei frequencies If the tetrad are in the early stage. The
slides of improper stages should not be used for scoring. Permanent slides can be
made with the "Dry Ice" technique (Conger and Fairchild 1953) and mounted In
Eupar^l.
IV- Data Collection and Statistical Analysis
1. Scoring of MCN frequency. The micronuclei frequencies should be scored
under 400 X magnification. Normal tetrads and the tetrads containing 1,2,3,4', or more
micronuclei should be recorded under separate categories. Generally, 300 tetrads
should be scored from each of the 5 slides of each of the experimental groups. The
frequencies are calculated by dividing the total number of MCN with the total number
of tetrads scored and expressed in terms of MCN/lOO tetrads.
2. Statistical analysis. Sample means and standard deviations are derived
from the five slides scored for each experimental group. The F test for variance and
the Ounnett-t test are recommended for analyzing the significant differences among a
number of treated groups and one control group. For repeated tests over a relatively
long period, data should be analyzed with the "Repeated Measurement" test. The
student t test is adequate for the analysis of experimentally result of one treated vs
one control group.
References
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Appendix u
PROTOCOL FOR THE TRADESCANTIA-STAMEN-HAIR MUTATION (Trad-
SHM) ASSAY
I, Raising Tradescantia plants:
1. Potting soil and other adequate growing media. An adequate soil mixture
for this plant is composed of 2 parts sand, 1 part peat moss, and 4 parts soil. Plants
can be grown hydroponically with gravel, Vermiculite or Perlite as supporting medium
or in nutrient solution (Hoagland's solution at a 3X dilution; Hoagland and Arnon,
1950) alone. Liquid fertilizer should be applied to the soil mixture in the pots, twice per
month, or more often if vermiculite or perlite is used. Plants should be lightly watered
daily. Heavily chlorinated water may increase the background mutation rate.
2. The plant. Tradescantia clones 4430 and 02 are interspecific hybrids which are
both suitable for this mutation test. They are heterozygous for blue/pink alleles in
their floral parts. Clone 4430 is more sensitive for the detection of chemical mutagens
than clone 02 (Nauman et al. 1979). Clone 4430 is a sterile hybrid between I.
hirsutiflora (blue floral parts) and T. subcaulis (pink floral parts) with a dominant blue
phenotype in all flower parts including the stamen hair cells. Mutagen induced somatic
mutation in the cells is from blue to pink and readily recognizable in the diploid cells of
the stamen hairs under a dissecting microscope.
3. Adequate population size. About 150-200 pots (15 cm diameter) of well
grown plants are needed to supply 100-150 plant cuttings bearing young
inflorescences once a week to conduct a test of 3 to 4 different treated and control
groups (generally, about 20 cuttings are needed for a sample population).
4. Optimal growing conditions. Plants can be grown in a growth chamber or in
a greenhouse for year round supply of experimental materials. If grown in a growth
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chamber, the intensity of the fluorescent light should be about 378 E m"2 s'^ (1,800 ft
candies) and the incandescent light should be around 38 E m'^ s"'' (180 ft candles)
measured at the tip of the plants. To induce flowering a 16/8 h (light/dark)
photoperiod is necessary. If grown in the greenhouse, supplemental light is needed
during the short day season. The daytime temperature should be around 21-25°C and
night time temperature around 16^0. The relative humidity should be around 60-80%.
5. Propagation procedure. Since clone 4430 is sterile, therefore any crowed
pots can be subdivided into 2 to 4 clones. During this vegetative process, some of
the old plants should be removed or the tops cut off to allow the younger tillers to
grow. The subdivided clones should not be less than 5 per pot.
II. Treatment procedure
1. Selection of plant cuttings. Only young inflorescences (composed of
at least 9 exposed buds) are selected for treatment. Generally, 25
cuttings per experimental group are needed to provide sufficient
material for mutation data.
2. Maintenance of the plant cuttings during the recovery period. Plant
cuttings with a stem length of 15-20 cm can be maintained in tall plastic cups filled with
Hoagland's solution (3X dilution). If the chemical under test is reactive or absorbed by
the plastics, beakers or glass jars are recommended.
3. Treatment with gaseous agents. Plant cuttings may be treated in a dynamic
gas-flow chamber. The gaseous agents may be pumped through the chamber at a
constant rate and the concentration of the gas determined by analyzing the gas
samples using Gas Chromatography and a Flame Ion Detection system. This operation
is very expensive. A simplified method to estimate the gas concentration can be used
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to make it more cost effective and repeatable for treatment purposes. This may be
done by either supplying the known gaseous agent with the known quantity into a
dynamic flow chamber or supplying a known quantity of volatile liquid from a source
bottle. The molarity of the liquid used can be converted into a gaseous volume
through Avogadro's gas law. Similar gaseous agents could be generated through a
known chemical reaction, and the gaseous volume can be derived from Avogadro's gas
law. The treatment chamber volume and flow rate of the gas per unit time are used to
derive the estimated concentration of the gas and dosages (Ma et al., 1984). The
duration of gaseous treatment usually ranges from 5 to 6 h to several days.
4. in situ monitoring. For monitoring polluted, gaseous or liquid agents in an
indoor or outdoor setting, a set of plant cuttings could be transported to and from a
site with a clean air chamber equipped with a charcoal filtered window and a glass roof-
top window so that the plants can generate oxygen in the enclosed chamber. Plant
cuttings may also be transported in sealed plastic bags. Earlier practices in outdoor air
monitoring carried out by transporting plant cuttings in an air-conditioned
independently powered trailer unit is not only very costly but also the diesel engine
powered trailer provides its own pollutants which are known to be potent polluting
mixtures in urban streets and truck stops (Ma et al. 1982, 1983). The duration of
exposure may be from a few hours to several days.
5. Treatment with liquid agents. A set of 20 plant cuttings could be maintained
in an aqueous solution of the chemical if the agent is water soluble. Water insoluble
agents may be dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or ethanol (EtOH) and then
diluted with Hoagland's solution to treat plant cuttings. The duration of treatment
usually ranges from a few hours to several days.
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III. Recovery time.
Although the scoring of pink mutations from the flowers of plant cuttings could be
done after the initial lag stage (around 7 days), the peak mutation period occurs
between 8 and 14 days after acute treatment. Therefore, for high efficiency of this
test system, the major scoring should be done during this peak period. The recovery
time should be adjusted accordingly if a chronic treatment of several days is applied.
IV. Scoring for induced mutations
1. Time schedule, since the flowers and stamen hairs cannot be fixed for
observations at a later time, each treated and control group should be carefully labeled
and a specific scoring date should be assigned. Usually several scorers are needed in
order to accomplish the task within a limited time. Roughly 10-15 flowers could be
expected from 25 plant cuttings in each group per day. They should be scored as
soon as possible after removal of the flowers from the stem.
2. Slide preparation. Fully opened flowers are removed from the stem and 3 out
of the 6 stamens are dissected out for counting of the number of hairs per stamen and
the estimation of hair number per flower. An average hair number per flower can be
derived from counting 7 to 10 flowers collected at random. This average number of
hairs per flower could be used in the tests for a period of weeks or months until this
average number is noticeably changed due to seasonal growing conditions or dge to
high toxicity of the treatment. The excised flower should be cooled in a refrigerator
for 30-60 minutes to make the stamen hair more turgid for easy combing. The anthers
-are first removed and then the stamens and pistil are removed with a pair of fine
forceps at their base. Each dislodged filament is placed in a drop of glycerin on a
glass plate large enough to accommodate the 6 stamens of one flower. The filaments
should be placed with their adaxial side down and viewed under a dissecting
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microscope at 25X magnification. A pair of fine needles are needed to comb the hair
so that the stamen hairs are untangled and aligned orderly to facilitate the scoring of
pink mutations.
3. Scoring procedure. The stamen hairs should be viewed against a white
background to reveal the true color of the cells. Each flower contains 6 stamens, each
stamen bears 40-75 hairs, and each hair is composed of 24 cells, on average. Cells of
each stamen hair originate from a single epidermal cell of the filament. All the cells in
each hair are derived by mitosis from primarily the apical or subapical cells. For this
reason, pink mutations occur more frequently in the early stage of stamen hair
development. Mutant cells which occur eariy in stamen hair development may divide
repeatedly and give rise to a string of pink cells. This results from the fact that each
string of pink cells originates from a single mutant cell. This cluster of mutants is
considered to be a single mutation event when scoring. In order to increase the
efficiency of scoring, the pink mutation rate is calculated on the basis of the number of
pink mutant events divided by the average number of hairs per flower and expressed
In terms of pink mutant events per 1000 hairs.
V. Data collection and statistical analysis
1. Data collection. Generally, 10-12 flowers are needed for mutation data
collection for each day. This number of flowers could be provided from 20 cuttings in
each experimental group. Each flower contains 300 stamen hairs, on average, and
each flower is considered to be a sample population. The data gathered are
expressed in terms of pink mutant events per 1000 hairs.
2. Statistical analysis. The mutation rate for each experimental group is
derived from the total number of mutant events scored from 10-12 flowers divided by
the total number of hairs scored in one of the peak mutation days. The mean and
2 1
standard deviation of the mutation rate of an experimental group Is derived from the
mutation rates of the three peak mutation days. For greater confidence, experiments
should be repeated three times and the mean and standard deviation of a specific
experimental group should be derived from nine individual mutation rates. The
difference between treated groups and one control group at the 0.05 level of
significance is determined generally by F analysis of variance and Dunnett's t-statistic.
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a) Six stamens per flower, sample populations (n 7)
_ .
_ . / .
b) Three stamens per flower provide 1/2 number of stamen
hairs/sample.
c) Average number of stamen hairs/sample (flower)
Sum (2 X number of stamen hairs/sample) -r- 7
Fig. 1. Population sampling for stamen hair counts.
n) Normnl stamen hatrs
(no mutatit)
c) Two pink mutoLlons per lialr
(3 possible conditions)
h) One pink mutation per hair
(/i possible conditions)
d) Tliree pink mutations per Iialr
(A possible conditions)
Fig. 2. Scoring g„ldc for normnl and pink mutation frequences.
Scoring sheet for Tradescantia-Stamen-Hai r-Mutat1on (Trad-SHH) frequencies
Laboratory of Environmental Mutagenesis, Department of Biological Sciences
Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL 51455 USA
Experiment (Code and Series)
Date (Month, Date, Year)
Name of the scorer:
Flowers:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 .Sum «M/1000I Remarks
I
' hairs
*M : Pink mutation event = one or more than one pink cells in a stamen hair
separated by the dominant blue cells. Number of hairs per flower is determined
by averaging the counts of 6 flowers (3 stamens per flower X 2).
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